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This week was very productive in that many goals were completed and most of my 
Final Product is coming to an end. With everything wrapping up just in time for the 
beginning of May, the rest of my time can be put toward perfecting my presentation for 
Final Presentation Night. I will also have more free time to clean up my website, slideshow 
presentation, and learn how to work more with all the research that has been collected. 
 

The first task completed this week included starting, finishing, and editing my article 
I am writing, to reflect on ISM, my experiences, my eyeglasses drive, etc. Additionally this 
week, I met up with Kelly Walker, an author at Lifestyle Frisco, to discuss my writing and 
any questions I may had had while in the process. This meeting was a great opportunity to 
learn how people do this on a daily basis and that there are always deadlines that have to be 
met in order for pieces to be published on time. 
 

During the week, I received my Final Presentation Night invitations to distribute, so I 
was busy delivering and sending off all of those cards. Also with Final Presentation Night, 
this week involved a large updating session of my website and binder, to ensure everything 
looked good and was ready for viewers. This week there were mock presentations in class, 
which meant the end of the course is approaching and it is officially time to ensure that 
everything is ready. This presentation involved a large amount of stress, primarily because 
the speech had to be between twenty-three to twenty-seven minutes, memorized. However, 
after this was over, I felt more confident in the fact that I am somewhat prepared for Final 
Presentation Night. 
 

Lastly, the concluding part of the week was the most fun and enjoyable. On Saturday 
morning I went to Watauga, Texas to help package and screen the eyeglasses. This meant I 
got to sit down behind a lensometer and read all the different types of glasses and sort them 
out. This day was very important to me because the whole purpose of my drive was to lead 
up to this day, that way the eyeglasses are shipped off to people in need. Additionally on 
Saturday, I worked on composing my ISM Final Presentation Night Classroom Brochure. 
This brochure basically states what my mission for ISM is, my Final Product, who my 
mentor is, and my plans for the future. This project is fun because it was a chance to mess 
around with the styles of online brochures, and brag on me and my mentor for all our hard 
work this year. 
 

Next week’s goals will consist of scheduling another mock Final Presentation Night 
presentation at one of the local middle schools, along with finishing up the article and 



reflecting on my presentation from this week. This will give me the chance to fix anything, in 
advance to Final Presentation Night. 
 

 
 

 


